Bangor Local Joint Pitch Council
Minutes of the Meeting of the Bangor LJPC
Held on 23 October 2006
PRESENT:

1.

N Pateman, NJPC (NP)
J Chantler, Bangor Racecourse (JC)
J Walmsley, NAB (JW)
Apologies were received from John Lovell (RBA)

Previous Minutes
The previous minutes were approved as a true and accurate record.

2.

Matters Arising
JC confirmed that the anchorage points in the grass ring were now in.

3.

Open Meeting
NP reported that at the open meeting held at Chester on 23rd September:
The only comment that was raised was by one bookmaker who thought the number of
books in the grass ring should increase from six. JC and JW could find no reasons to
change this number.

4.

Designated Numbers
It was agreed to keep numbers to the same levels as 2006.
Rails
Tatts
Outside

5.

-

4
37
24
18

All meetings
All meetings
Sat/Sun/Evenings
All other fixtures

Any Other Business
JC told the council that she had had a request from the Tote to move the Tote betting
unit in the grass silver ring, so that it could serve the chalets in Tatts as well as the silver
ring. This would mean sighting the unit in an approved betting area and moving some
of the silver ring pitches. LJPC to meet at the next fixture on 13th November to discuss.
(This race meeting was abandoned but NP has since asked the top six
bookmakers on the silver ring list, at a later fixture, and all were opposed to this
idea. NP told JC and JW this and the LJPC are awaiting her comments)
JC confirmed that admission prices would increase by £1 to £16 in the Paddock.
Course enclosure prices are to remain at £7.
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